Wellington, 11 September 2015 – Award-winning tech start-up, The Full Suite, has launched their
solution for easy SharePoint Online backups for small-medium businesses.
Suite's latest app, SuiteBackups, provides SMBs with a quick way to achieve compliance and peace of
mind in the cloud. The release of the app is timely as businesses increasingly look for ways to retain
versions of their documents for auditing, as well as easy online restore options.
According to Suite's Chief Technology Officer, Callum McNeill, there are three key reasons why businesses
should backup their online data - to achieve compliance, to minimise downtime caused by human error,
and to mitigate risks posed by malicious users. "The aim isn't to scare businesses, but to help them be
aware of potential risks to their data, even in the cloud. Mistakes happen, and when they do SuiteBackups
is a simple, cost-effective way to get back on track."
SuiteBackups is designed to be easy-to-use, regardless of your technical ability. Setting up a site backup
takes minutes, while the app's clean, user-friendly interface makes it great to navigate. A core productivity
feature of SuiteBackups is its timeline feature, which allows users to view different versions of their
backups through time. Each backup acts as a 'snapshot' of the file system, which can then be used to
compare changes, or to restore from on a given date.
The app has been well received, even before its official launch. Lee Harper, Technical Director at pcMedia,
stated during beta that SuiteBackups is 'superb!' 'SuiteBackups is something we've been looking for a
while. We've had a couple of near misses with clients deleting their SharePoint data, and whilst you can

get it back from Microsoft, it might take 24 hours to raise a support case. What we've been looking for is
an easy, user's way of restoring data... It's the perfect product and you shouldn't use SharePoint without
it.'
The Full Suite are in familiar territory with SuiteBackups. The app marks the fifth product they've built
using Microsoft's SharePoint Online and Azure services and follows their mantra of 'Business is better in
the cloud.' McNeill elaborates saying, 'Our mission statement is to help SMBs be more productive in the
cloud through great tools. SuiteBackups felt like the natural next step to round out our current offering.'
ENDS

The Full Suite believes that business is better in the cloud. So we set up shop in 2012 with a vision to
empower small-medium businesses with a set of flexible cloud-based tools. Built on top of Office 365 and
SharePoint Online, Suite's family of apps help SMBs with every part of their cloud journey - from
migration to document management, emails to backups. Core to what we do here at Suite is to lower
barriers around cloud adoption for SMBs, while providing truly useful tools that can scale with their
business. With our global network of Suite IT Partners, The Full Suite is helping more SMBs increase their
productivity in the cloud in a way that is efficient, secure and cost-effective.
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